
About this case study
This Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) project brought
about the successful collaboration between Performance
Health Products Ltd (PHP) and the Cardiff Metropolitan
University. The aim was to integrate an intelligent Computer
Aided Design (CAD) into manufacturing systems and to assist
in the creation of a worldwide strategy for global back 
care management.

What is a KTP?
A KTP is a partnership between a company, university
and a graduate (Associate) who work together to
deliver a strategic project for the business which the
company would be unable to do without the
knowledge and expertise provided by the university.

CASE STUDY

KTP Benefits
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships are designed to benefit
everyone involved
✓ Businesses will acquire new knowledge and expertise 

✓ KTP Associates will gain business-based experience and
personal and professional development opportunities

✓ Universities, colleges or research organisations will bring their
experience to enhance the business relevance of their research
and teaching

“This KTP has brought additional
benefits with a structure to harness
the unique resources it has
accumulated, and hastening the
change from a proprietorial design
process to a collective one.”

   Rodney Palmer
   Managing Director, Performance Heath Products Ltd

• A new focus on design has been embedded
throughout the company

• Design management and development
systems have been introduced

• The KTP has brought experience and employment
for the Associate

• Enhanced profile and expertise for the University
• Annual profit is due to increase to £175,000 following 
   the KTP’s completion
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Performance Health Products (PHP) is
based in Cardiff with the specialist
clinical and engineering expertise
needed to design and manufacture
postural aids and rehabilitation
products. The Company designed and
produces V-Trak, a unique seating
system primarily for wheelchair users
but appropriate for all who need
assistance in achieving a comfortable,
healthy and functional sitting position.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
PHP believed that it would benefit from
introducing intelligent CAD for
manufacturing systems. This would help 
its design of specialist products and get
them to market more quickly, while
reducing reliance on design consultancies.

The company looked to Cardiff Met for 
expertise in product design and
development research.

BENEFITS
The KTP project was successful and found
that the company had design expertise but
lacked the structure to use this talent
effectively. By developing design
management systems and new procedures,
the Associate has been able to help bring
more of the design process in-house. In
addition, relevant external expertise has

validated the technical factors of product
development and reduced the time to
market and reliance on design
consultancies. These changes have brought
a new emphasis on the importance of
design within all areas of the business,
culminating in a re-branding exercise.

The KTP project has given php a much
greater understanding of formal design
processes and how to implement these for
future new concepts. There is a much
greater awareness of brand value and PHP
now has the mechanisms to exploit such
value. PHP has also gained knowledge of
new intelligent manufacturing techniques
through collaborative product development.
There is a greater understanding of design as
a communication tool.

The new design focus has also improved 
PHP’s operations and its competitive
position. More effective product
development has increased sales by at 
least 40%.

Exports have also benefited from the
change in focus. The PHP’s products have
become more accessible and desirable
because the supporting literature and
specifications are now produced using
multi-media communication tools and
state-of-the art printing. The design-led
focus of the Company has led to extensive
rebranding by the Associate. Together with

an increase in sales, this rebranding has
helped to emphasise the values of the
Company which has been rewarded by
interest from large multinational companies.
The project has helped put PHP in a much
more commanding position. As a direct
result of the product development and the
expansion of its niche portfolio, annual sales
turnover is expected to increase to £1.6
million. Improved market accuracy, greater
speed to market and the release of
management time has helped forecast
exports to increase in value by £70,000.
PHP is confident that these changes will
deliver an annual profit of £175,000 over 
the three years following the completion
of the KTP.

RESULTS
• A new focus on design has been

embedded throughout the Company

• Design management and development
systems have been introduced

• Less need for and less costs from
bringing in consultancy from outside

• Annual profit is due to increase to
£175,000 following the KTP’s
completion

The Associate

“KTP has brought excellent training and development opportunities in a
design area about which I was previously unaware, but one in which I’d like 
to stay and further my career.”
 Russell Penman, KTP Associate

BENEFITS
The Associate has acquired more industrial experience and greater knowledge
of designing for specific needs. He has increased his project management and
people skills as well as appreciating the elements needed for advanced product
development. The Associate has received training in medical conditions and
experience of validation of development projects.

The project has also helped to shape the Associate’s professional development
through membership of the Institute of Engineering Designers and an MSc in
Advanced Product Development. The Associate has accepted a job as Product
Designer with PHP.

RESULTS
• Greater understanding of commercial research and development
• Enhanced knowledge of design and designmanagement systems
• Experience towards an MSc
• A position of Product Designer with PHP
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